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Although the study of relativistic heavy ion interaction
encumbered by the low intensities of the incident heavy
nuclei in cosmic ray experiments, however_ one can use a
suitable structure of detector to attain a result with a
reasonable accuracy.
In this paper we present a cross section value of Fe(E>
4 GeV/N) with AI. We use CR-39 as detector and AI as target.
The cross section value is estimated using maximum likeli-
hood method.
2. Detector
The detector which consists of a stack of CR-39 sheets
sanwiched by AI plates is designed for measuring Fe-AI inter-
action cross section, the AI serving as target and CR-39
serving as detector. The thicknesses of a CR-39 sheet and an
A1 plate are 1._ mm and 1.8 Cm_ respectively. There are 6
layers altogether o
3. Experiment procedure
The detector was launched by a balloon near Beijing in
1982 to a ceiling height of 37 km and lasted for lO h. The
effective cutoff rigidity is 9.4 GVtthe recorded threshold
" for Fe E>4 GeV/N, a value slightly higher than the one
reached by heavy ion accelerator so far.




solution with temperature of 70°c for 40 h• The reduced
etch rate of CR-39, VT/V6-1 , and dip angle of impinge
particle are obtained from the measurement of the major and
minor axes of etch pit ellipses•
Among the recorded nuclei with charge Z_/lO, 322 tracks
are identified as Fe nuclei with resolution of 0.6 e•
According to the position and dip angle of impinge
particle in a sheet of CR-39 and the thickness of target
plate, one can calculate the expected position of the
particle in the next sheet of CR-39 below target easily• If
an etch pit at the expected position possesses a major and
minor axes within the error 1.5_m with the impinge particle
at former sheet, namely possesses a charge within the error
1 e and a dip angle within 2 ° with the impinge onet then
this particle is thought to pass through the target without
interactionp otherwise a nucleus-nucleus interaction is
assumed •
Every Fe track is followed downwards until an inter-
action takes place or it goes out the detector• 205
interactions satisfying this criterion mentioned above are
observed and the total track length been followed
__o. L_ = 1854.3 cm (N0=322, the number of incident particles)




where N is the number of interactions•
4
The variance of _ is
t
Vat (_) = _/ N (2)
4. Result and discussion
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According to eqs (1) and (2), the maximum likelihood
estimation of Fe-A1 collision mean free path is obtained as
= 9.04±0.63 cm which corresponds to the cross section
value _Fe,AL= 1.83 ±0.13 bar.
In our analysis the interaction point is assumed in
the middle of plate when an interaction takes place inside
it. The error of _ caused by the uncertainty of interaction
points,is estimated by
H.FN,/N.ri (3)
where H is the thickness of target plate.
In order to increase the measuring accuracy of % ,
larger number of interactions is needed. It means H should
be increased. However, increase of H is limited by the
relation _ < _Var (_)_ _, In our case, _X = 0.04 cm is
still much less than the statistical error, Even if the
number of incident particles is not so large, we can obtain
a comparable resu2t with work performed on accelerator.
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